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Palm oil production from the
alliances is growing

More than
1.5 Million
kilos of fruit
in 2005
By: Mr. Gabriel Barragan
Alliance Director

A total of 1,878,455 kilos of palm
fruit were supplied by the growers’
associations allied with our company,
C.I.Tequendama S.A., in the year
2005.

Receiving ramp for palm fruit at the
Tequendama crushing plant

Cont. pag. 4

Up date on our
activities in Japan

Organic fair
trade, from don
Diego Farm
By: Mr. Franco De Panfilis
Managing Director Organic Sur Italia.

President of Colombia Alvaro Uribe and Juan Pablo Campos, manager
of Daabon Japan, showing JAS organic banana in Japan
By: Mr. Juan Pablo Campos
Manager Daabon Japan

2005 was an important year for our activities in Japan. Towards
the end of the first semester we saw Colombian President Alvaro
Uribe visit the country and give solid support to the promotion of
organic food products among Japanese consumers. On different
occasions, President Uribe emphasized Colombia’s potential as
a stable supplier of premium organic products to Japan. At his
last meeting with famous religious and social leader Dr. Daisaku
Ikeda, he handed him a box of our premium organic JAS bananas,
which in turn Dr. Ikeda offered to Buddha in a special religious
ceremony. We might say that our bananas are truly reaching deep
in the Japanese culture…
Cont. pag. 5
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My first visit to Bonanza farm on October
5th 1997 is printed in my mind. This was
the first plantation of LA SAMARIA,
which at that time did not include Don
Diego farm. In 1998 we started marketing
DAVILA’S BIOBANANAS. During the
last 8 years, we have guaranteed to our
local customers a full and reliable service
together with all the information on these
bananas.
Step by step OrganicSur has become more
and more specialised in the italian organic
market and we are still searching for any
possible niche to add value to DAVILA’S
BIOBANANAS.

Cont. pag. 3
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Message from the president

Colombian banana growers are
optimistic about the new year 2006

FROM COLOMBIA

DAABON ORGANIC

AGRO-INDUSTRIAL Group

Mr. Alberto Davila Diaz Granados accompanied by his
wife, Mrs Carmen Abondano de Davila, and his motherin-law, Mrs. Rosa Alzamora de Abondano
By: Mr. Alberto Davila Diaz Granados
President Daabon Group

There is no doubt that the year 2005
was a difficult year for Colombian
agriculture, it was a year which did not
meet our expectations.
The banana sector was one of the
most negatively affected in Colombian
agriculture. Natural phenomena such as
high winds and flooding were a problem,
as was the revaluation of the Colombian
peso. Many banana farmers were obliged
to sell their farms, while others simply
stopped growing bananas.
As if all of these things weren’t enough,
the banana business also underwent
important changes regarding tariff
positions. The European Union decided
to end the system of cuotas and licences
which was being used for banana
imports from Latin America, replacing
it with a deregulated system with no
volume restrictions. However, the tariff
was raised from 75 euros x ton to 176
euros x ton, as of January 01, 2006.
Well, not everything can be negative, and
so it is important to mention that a large
part of our difficulties has been addressed
by the Colombian federal government.
The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development has put into motion the
“Sanitary Incentive for Banana”, which
comes into effect on February 08, 2006,
and whose purpose is to subsidize the
main area of banana production costs,
which is the control of Sigatoka Negra.
This government initiative raises our
spirits and strengthens our resolve
to continue producing the same high
quality bananas as always.

The Daabon Group sees a great
opportunity in the new system for
banana imports into Europe. Given
the tendency of buyers to eliminate
intermediaries in favor of a direct
relationship with the grower, we
decided to create a model for Business
Cooperation that would allow our
customers to increase their sales more
quickly, on the basis of a stable, high
quality supply. Daabon provides its best
farms, its knowledge, its experience,
and 50% of the capital required to
grow more Bio and Fair Trade bananas.
The buyer must provide the other
50% of investment capital as well as a
commitment to purchase the product.
The models of “Business Cooperation”
are based on area of land, volume of
fruit, and duration of agreement. Our
experience shows us that the ideal land
areas are 50, 75, or 100 hectares, and
purchasing commitments should be for
3, 4, or 5 years. We believe that this
innovative system of cooperation will
contribute positively to sustain and grow
the market for high quality certified
organic and Fair Trade bananas. We
are sure that our history as dependable
growers and exporters will encourage
our customers to take advantage of this
proposal.
In any case, we must realize that these
important and fundamental measures
of support for the banana business
will not guarantee by themselves
the success and economic stability
of banana production. Therefore, in
order to manage the new scenario and
meet our objectives, we must make
sure that our activities are efficient,
productive, competitive, and socially
and environmentally profitable.
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Organic fair trade...

By: Mr. Franco De Panfilis
Managing Director OrganicSur Italia.

From pag. 1

At the very beginning,
our domestic market
was really small, but in
few years we have gained
an important share in
some big supermarkets
such as Esselunga, in
specialty shops such as
NaturaSì, and now we
have become the first
Italian supplier
for
meals of school kitchens.
Therefore school meals
have become central to
Organic Sur activities.
Children
are
more
vulnerable to health
impacts of intensively,
chemically farmed food;
and the public sector
has started to promote
sustainable
practices.
The first local model
promoting Organic and
Fair Trade was Rome.
Since the year 2000,
there have been huge
changes in school meals
policy in Italy, even
though it is a country

Fair Trade Organic Banana from Don Diego
farm, shipped to Organic Sur in Italy

long known for its love
of good cooking. At the

beginning, organic fruit,
vegetables, eggs, tinned
tomatoes and cereals
were introduced.
Since last year, nearly all
food served in schools
was supposed to be
organic, whereas fried,
frozen and geneticallymodified foods have
been
banished.
The
only current exceptions
are
bananas
and
chocolate, which should
be Fairtrade, and meat,
which is sourced from
extensively
reared
national
breeds.
Traditional local recipes
and seasonality are key
features of the new
regime, so that food
can be produced locally.
Every
day
140,000
mostly organic three-

Sample of Fair Trade banana from Don Diego farm,
stickered and shipped to Organic Sur in Italy
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course meals are fed to
Roman schoolchildren.
The scheme has raised
the average cost of a
meal by 0.54 euros
(US$0.63)
to
6.23
euros (US$7.38). On
average, parents pay
2 euros a day; and the
rest is paid by city
authorities. From age
two to 14, pupils must
sit at round tables, with
crockery and silverware,
where they are served
to make sure the food
is hot. Children cannot
bring snacks to school.
We are proud to be part
of this process and to
represent Organic Fair
Trade bananas from
Don Diego farm in our
local market.

More than 1.5 Million kilos...
FROM COLOMBIA

From pag. 1
By: Mr. Gabriel Barragan
Alliance Director

Of this total amount, the Coop of
Palm Producers and Marketers
(Cooprocopal) supplied 64%; the
Agricultural
Coop of Bellaena
(Cooagrobellaena) supplied 30%;
the Palm Growers Asociation of el
Reten (Asopalret) supplied 3%; and
the Palm Growers Association of
Theobromina & Cauca (Asopaltheca)
supplied 3%.
During the first months of the year,
the increase in production was
constant. The peak was reached
in August, with a production of
220,615 kilos. From then on,
production decreased as a result of
heavy rain and the difficulties this
caused with harvests and other
activities on the farms. November
was the month of lowest production
, with 78.860 kilos.
Numbers like this are the result of
a successful transition by farmers,
who once grew rice and other
consumer products, to growing
palm for the production of oil.
Today, more than 100 families,
found in the municipalities of El
Reten, Aracataca, and Pivijay, in the
province of Magdalena, enjoy the
possibility of developing a profitable
and secure business, knowing
that they can sell their crops at a
predictable price.

Unloading palm fruit from the strategic alliances, for the
crushing process

The help that the company provides
to these small growers begins at the
moment that the alliance agreement
is signed, by obtaining the
economic resources that will be
necessar y to plant and maintain
the crops, as well as to give the
technical
and
environmental
assitance that are necessar y for
the Alliance to work. There is also
social assistance given, as well as
training to turn the farmers into
small businessmen, and their
associations into real productive
companies.
The good results achieved by
the Alliances in Magdalena have
not only allowed the growers to

improve their income, but have
also become a model that is being
imitated in other communities:
Rioviejo, a region in the southern
part of the province of Bolivar, is
one example of a new project based
on the original successful model in
the province of Magdalena. There,
with the support of more than
120 families, Daabon has begun a
project which will eventually reach
4,000 hectares of palm, along with
a crushing plant to extract the oil.
This is an area which has been
depressed, affected by the armed
conflict going on in the country,
and through this project the
people now have hope of finding
prosperity and greater security.

Members of the alliances and directors of the Daabon Group,
Mr. Alberto Davila, Alfonso Davila, and Guillermo Barrios
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Up date on our activities...

From pag. 1

By: Mr. Juan Pablo Campos
Manager Daabon Japan

After Foodex 2005, we started
our organic avocado imports
in partnership with the Tungui
family on the growers’ side and
Fresh Directions Mexicana as our
exporter and logistics provider.
Both the Tungui’s as well as Fresh
Directions have a long history in
avocado production and trading
respectively. We are currently
importing 40 tons a week to Osaka
and Yokohama.
We continued to consolidate
our organic banana program
by increasing our imports of
Colombian JAS Certified organic
banana to 100 tons per week and
Dominican Republic origin to 20
tons per week. We expect to start
2006 with the same volume from
Colombia and move up to 40 tons
from the Dominican Republic.
Daabon is now the second largest
importer of organic bananas to
Japan after Hero International
from Philippines. In 2006 we will
start sales of our new Fair Trade
/ Organic Certified Colombian
bananas in Japan as well.
For this New Year, our Board of
Directors has determined that
we will continue to focus on
positioning our Organic Mountain
brand as the most reliable and
high quality supplier of imported
organic certified fruits in Japan.
Beyond bananas and avocados, we
will include grapefruits, oranges,
lemons, mangoes and blueberries.
Our full line up will be introduced
during Foodex 2006 to be held

The Japanese social and religious leader, Dr. Daisaku
Ikeda, receives “Organic Mountain JAS” banana from
the President of Colombia, Dr. Alvaro Uribe Velez

from March 14th – 17th at Tokyo’s
– Makuhari Messe Exhibition
Center.
On the ingredient side of our
business, sales of Organic and

Organic Mountain Coffee, exported by Eco Bio
Colombia and imported by Daabon Japan

Rainforest Certified Green Coffee
continue to expand. Our main
partners: UCC Coffee, Brooks
Coffee, Art Coffee – Mitsubishi
Corporation
and
Kanematsu
Corp continue to succeed in the
promotion and expansion of this
market niche. We estimate sales
of over 600 tons of green coffee in
Japan only during 2006.
Palm Oil continues to show
steady growth among bakers,
confectionary manufacturers and
margarine processors. Daabon has
permanent stock of all our palm
oil products in Tokyo, thereby
enabling us to supply from the
smallest baker to the larger scale
user.
Little by little Japanese
consumer awareness about harmful
hydrogenated oils increases and
demand for our safe / “trans free”
products grows.

Sugar is …. Sweet
As Colombian and Brazilian organic sugar players
focused their attention on ethanol production as
an alternative fuel source and Europe slashed
sugar production subsidies, the organic sugar
landscape suffered dramatic changes during
2005. Daabon Japan assumed a firm position
and secured product for its customers in Asia and
Oceania with the top South American suppliers.

Japan, Korea, China, New Zealand and Australia.
During our first year we sold over 600 tons in
these markets and are now targeting 1,500 for the
new 2006 season. We have also recently started
marketing Paraguay’s AZPA products starting
with our Organic Mountain 700g. retail bag.
Furthermore, in Japan and Australia, all organic
coffee shops are now using Daabon’s Organic
Mountain sugar sticks. All and all, and despite
the surge in sugar prices world wide, it’s been a
sweet year for this line of business.

In 2004 we processed the JAS organic certification
for Ingenio Santa Lucia from Argentina. Starting
in 2005 we entered an exclusive sales agreement
with Argentbio for Argentine Organic Sugar in
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Interview with: Mr. Alfonso Davila Abondano: Vice president Agroindustry –Daabon

Important things are achieved
through confidence and good faith

Mr. Alfonso Davila Abondano, VP Agro-Industry of Daabon
Group, during interview with Fair News

By: Mrs. Patricia Apreza
Coordinator social alliances

A hint of concern appears in his
eyes, eyes that are green and lively
and accompanied by a wide and
sincere smile. Surely there must
be something that does not appear
right to him. But even so, Mr.
Alfonso Davila Abondano accepts
the interview and we sense through
his words the soul of the man who
began the story of Productive
Alliances with the palm growers.
This is the person that during the
last 5 years has defended, with
good humor and wisdom, the
project that unites the industrial
companies that process palm oil
with with the growers, in order
to build a new alternative for our
country.
We get down to business and when
we speak of his age – he just turned
39 – he says he feels a little old,
but trhere are still many things
left to do , because “ nothing is

ever completely finished”. One
of his dreams is to improve the
living conditions of the associated
palm farmers, helping each one to
become a small businessman.
The
conversation
develops
naturally, not even the presence
of cameras induces him to assume
the habitual rigid body position of
an important executive. He smiles
every time the photographer tells
him that he is going to take a picture
– he prepares himself a little, but
quickly forgets that he is supposed
to look good in the photos, and
returns to a comfortable position
in his chair, with no pretensions.
What is the origin of a personality
like that of Alfonso, a person that
you can easily call by his nickname,
Poncho, before you remember that
maybe you should address him
more formally?
“ I think that I am the result of
an upbringing in my family where
we never lost our humility or
our respect for others. I always
knew how to be at the same
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level as others, this gave me the
opportunity to understand them
better and to learn the things that
life had not yet taught me”.
He knows that it is this attitude
which has gained him the
friendship of many people. But
at the same time, he says “ i have
never done anything just so that
people would like me; the only
thing I always remember is that the
real achievements come through
confidence and good faith, when
there are fair objectives for all
concerned. Only in this way do
you get important results”.
Today, Alfonso is one of the people
with greatest knowledge about
agroindustrial palm processes and
the economic realities of this region
of the country. “ I began selling
oranges door to door when I was
15 years old. My father trusted me
to administer an orange farm, and
I sold them in supermarkets and
homes. I had to learn how to get
along with other salesmen, with
truck drivers, with all the people

FROM COLOMBIA

involved in that business”.
“ Let’s say that on the farm and
in everything I had to manage, I
was the boss. But I never acted
like I was the boss, because I knew
that I had to learn from the people
around me. When I arrived at
stores or supermarkets, I had to act
humbly, since I was just another
salesman and not the person who
made the rules”.
He still has a lot of friends from
this time in his life – laborers,
salesmen,
truck
drivers......”
When I meet them again, it is as
if time has not gone by. The only
difference is what I have achieved
in business since that time. But
as for the rest, both they and I
continue to be the same people”.
He remembers that in those days,
when many of his friends needed
to ask their parents for money to
invite a girlfriend to the movies
or to have a soda, he had already
begun his own company. This was
the beginning of a long history as
an entrepreneur.
It was this young salesman
of oranges who was given the
responsibility by his family of
establishing the 8,000 hectares of
oil palm, as well as more hectares
now
under development, on
the farms called Tequendama,
Ariguani, Gavilan, Shangrila, and
Riopalma, distributed amongst
the provinces of Magdalena,
Cesar, Guajira, and Bolivar. He
also oversaw the construction of
the crushing plant near the farms,
as well as that of the refinery
found in the industrial park of
San Francisco, in the city of Santa
Marta. These investments have
signified 8,000 new jobs, between
permanent and part time, for the
region, as well as a production of
29,000 tons per year of refined
palm oil.

was the only one to take the risk.
Today, everybody in the region
knows about the Productive
Alliances, and various palm oil
processers have now taken the
step of associating themselves with
their growers in this new form of
production.
Poncho is definitely an entrepreneur
with the liberty given to those who
are born on the Caribbean coast :

to be able to combine having fun
and joking with serious work. He
enjoys the company of the friends
he has made in life; he sees that
his children represent the hope of
carrying on family tradition; he
gets along with everyone regardless
of their position in life; he laughs
loudly even in the most formal
environments; he dresses simply,
but in good taste; in other words,
he is a cool guy.

Alfonso Davila and Walter Ritzel during the visit of small palm
farmers from the province of Santander to the Tequendama
crushing plant

He remembers that in those days, when
many of his friends needed to ask their
parents for money to invite a girlfriend
to the movies or to have a soda, he had
already begun his own company.

We begin to realize that the
interview is taking on an executive
tone, and this was not the idea. The
problem is that it is hard to look
at Alfonso without also looking at
his business. Those who know him
say he is a magician doing business,
and has the ability to to easily
identify the best opportunities
and the work that must be done.
When he decided to begin the
process of the Productive Alliances
with the growers, there were many
other palm oil processers who
were aware of the program and
who could have participated with
their growers, but did not. Poncho

Panoramic view of Rioviejo (Bolivar), epicenter of
development for the Riopalma project in
the south of Bolivar province
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Year of changes for
palm oil in U.S.A.

The palm fruit is processed the same day it is harvested,
in the crushing plant Tequendama of Daabon

By: Mrs. Caroline Newman:
Sales Manager Daabon Organic U.S.A.

Daabon Organic USA’s focus in
the year 2005 was on palm oil. We
attended 7 trade shows, established
a broker network, sent out many
physical samples and followed
hundreds of leads. By the year’s
end, it was evident that the year
2005 had been the beginning of a
new era in fats and oils in the U.S.
People are now more aware of the
types of oils and fats that they
are consuming, and this is forcing
food manufacturers to change
their formulations. The focus is on
healthier formulations, although
great confusion still exists over the
roles played by polyunsaturated,
monounsaturated, and saturated
fats.
The FDA requirement for all US
food manufacturers to list trans fats
on food labels by January 1, 2006
has created interest in the food
industry in zero-trans products,
including palm oil to replace partially
hydrogenated oils currently being
used for cookies, cakes, pastries,
pies, popcorn, crackers, and frying.

“Fresh Press” organic palm shortening, produced and exported
by Daabon Organic, imported in U.S.A. by Daabon U.S.A.
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Strict quality control over organic palm oils that are exported,
in accordance with international standards

Tha palm - the case for healthy saturated fats
It also became clear that many companies who wanted to
get rid of trans fats did not want to switch to palm oils
due to their saturated fat content. We hope that in 2006
more and more media attention will focus on healthy fats in
the USA. Daabon Organic USA will continue to join with
groups and companies whose focus is to de-bunk the myth
that all saturated fats are bad !

2006 Outlook
Our focus for 2006 will be palm oil. We believe as more
media attention is focused on partially hydrogenated oil
and trans fats, we will have more opportunities to present
palm oil as a healthy alternative.

Different Ideas Regarding Trans Fats
Throughout the year it became clear that although
there is overwhelming scientific evidence that trans
fats cause heart disease and should not be in our
food supply, not all US manufacturers will remove
partially hydrogenated oils from their products
1) One group (including Otis Spunkmeyer,
Entenmann’s, Lance, McCain, Frito Lay ) has
removed trans fats from all of their products, and
are now using canola, palm, or blends of high oleic
oils.
2) Another group (including Kraft, Kellog,
Pepperidge Farm, and ConAgra) have re-formulated
some of their products using canola, palm, or
blends.
3) Yet another group of manufacturers has done
nothing. These manufacturers believe customers
will continue to buy their products even with the
labeling of trans fats.

Organic shortening and olein palm oil,
free of trans fatty acids
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Daabon organic Australia
By: Mr. Sergio Correa
Manager Daabon Austarlia

Daabon Organic Australia has
become a main player in the
organic industry in Australia
and New Zealand by supplying
ingredients to the food industry.
We have been involved in the
development of new products
for the domestic and export
markets by supporting the
growth of the organic industry,
bringing our high quality
ingredients and knowledge
from our Daabon International
Network.

“La Sierrita” farm, producer of certified
Rainforest Alliance Organic coffee

What’s new at Daabon Australia?
In Australia, together with some of
our clients, and the Research team
of Daabon in Colombia, we have
developed a series of new Blended
Organic Oils for various industries.
We have tailor made certified organic
oil blends to match the profile
requirements for products such as
baby products, spreads and others.
While developing these special
blends, Daabon has continued to
supply our Organic Palm and Coconut
Oils that continue to gain popularity
due to the health advantages of no
hydrogenation. Some new products
that will be available in 2006 are
Cocoa Butter Substitute (Organic
Palm Kernel Stearin) and Puff Pastry
Shortening.
Organic Mountain Rapadura is
another product that was launched in
Australia and New
Zealand
during
2005. It has been
very well received
by the market;
the
product
is
available in retail
packs and in bulk.
Organic Mountain
Rapadura
offers
u n m a t c h e d
nutritional value
because
unlike
other sweeteners,
it is not separated
from the molasses
during the pressing
and drying process.

Organic
Mountain
Rapadura
complements a whole portfolio
of sugar cane products available,
including Organic Raw sugar, Organic
Molasses, Organic Inverted Sugar and
Organic Raw Sugar Sticks.
Daabon Organic Australia has also
developed the first certified organic
raw sugar stick for the Australian and
New Zealand market. We worked
with local manufacturers in order to
launch our own Organic Mountain
Raw Sugar Sticks during the Fine
Foods Australia Show in September
2005. The quality of our sugar enabled
the filling machines to function with
ease, due to the low humidity and
fineness of the particles.
Alliance with ARC Coffee Australia
In 2005, Daabon Organic Australia
entered an Alliance with one of the

most important players of the coffee
market in Australia, ARC Coffee. We
believe in the strength of the alliance,
as the philosophy, ethics, service, and
quality that Daabon represents, is
shared by ARC.
Through this alliance with ARC, we
have entered a very advanced market,
like the Australian one, by supplying
our Special Coffees (Organic, Organic
+ Rain Forest, Organic + Fair
Trade).
We see the involvement of Daabon in
this market as the missing link, which
connects the consumers (Roasters)
and the growers at the country of
origin. This is very important as the
coffee market is rapidly turning into
a market of differentiation. Every
roaster is in search of a special profile
of coffee, which Daabon, being at the
origin, is able to identify and supply.
ARC, on the other
hand, is the link at the
destination.
In late 2005, a visit
to Colombia, with Mr.
Moises Tawil from
ARC, provided an
excellent opportunity to
strengthen this alliance;
and an opportunity
for Moises to observe
the process that takes
place in Colombia, in
order to supply the
quality products that
the Australian Market
expects.
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Promoting new rules to upgrade palm oil impacts:
socially, wild life & biodiversity, economy
Por: Diego García
Gerente de Jules Brochenin Francia.

1. Agreement: principles & criteria
for sustainable palm oils adopted in
Singapore, Nov. 23rd, 2005.
The members of the Roundtable
on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO)
acting with Daabon, have adopted
in Singapore 8 Principles and 39
Criteria for sustainable palm oil
production with an overwhelming
majority (only one abstention), last
23 of November. These encompass
facets of sustainability, ensuring that
production is economically viable,
environmentally appropriate and
socially beneficial. We are suppliers
of sustainable palm oils since 1999.
More: www.sustainable-palmoil.org
2.“Performance
benchmarking”
promoted in RSPO last meeting.
During Daabon’s stay at the
RSPO we found to be remarkable
the promotion of a ‘performance
benchmarking’, a unique element
in any certifying process, and
now applicable to sustainable
agriculture. Performance can be
benchmarked in 3 main areas:
process (stakeholder consultation,
transparent governance, conflict
of interest, chain of custody),
standards (impact on environment,
society, economy, reporting, relevant
laws and capacity building) and
implementation
(accreditation,
governance,
reporting
and

DAABON Organic sponsor’s of sustainable
palm oil round table in Singapore.

disclosure, audit report). Daabon
intends to be a world pioneer again
in this brand new area.
3. Mr. Diego Garcia, made a
presentation in the name of Daabon,
regarding new sustainable palm oils
rules.
Following the RSPO rules, after
a
commission
selection,
our
presentation was chosen. This
case study was a brief synopsis
from the organic certified palm oil
documentary traceability, analysing
lessons, to be discussed in the
RSPO. Our proposal to the world
sustainable palm oil certification
body was clear and effective, in 6
chapters:
· Unique world body to
certify

· Traceability of
qualitative type
· Logo to be registered
worldwide
· Clear, effective
‘sustainable’ criteria
· Inspectors appointed
only under
ISO 65
. Seminars to continually improve
self controls
Concerning the traceability: 2 types
of traceability are possible: a) «the
quantitative» that basically is the
“sold amount = production, minus
stocks and losses”, or b)
« the qualitative», that takes into
account lot numbers, codification,
and bar codes - from fields to
shelves. This second option seems
more stable - it is the best tool to
handle the food crisis.

Terlica installation of the Daabon Group,for
receiving, storing , and exporting organic oils
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Organic Bananas from Colombia

Pedro Cardenas, employee of Don Diego farm,
shipping Fair Trade Organic banana
to AgroFair in Europe
By: Mr. John Maseri
Sales Manager Daabon Deutschland Germany

Being Colombia’s main exporter of organically grown
bananas, certified by Ecocert since 1993, DAABON
Organic is proud to inform our clients that we have
succeeded in extending our producing capacity, due to
the growing demand of the international markets, like
Japan, USA, and Europe.
After more than 3 years of
hard work, we have obtained
the
Fairtrade
Labelling
Organization (FLO) certificate
on one of our banana farms,
complying with all their
standards. The points of
reference for FLO certification
are the international Fairtrade
standards. These standards
are developed by the FLO
standards & policy committee,
in which stakeholders from
FLO’s member organizations,
producer
organizations,
traders and external experts
participate. The FLO standards
are regularly reviewed by FLO
in close co-operation with all
relevant stakeholders.

Europe, supplying its high quality Fairtrade and organicFairtrade bananas to supermarkets, smaller stores and
caterers.
We are also proud that AgroFair is the winner of a major
award for socially responsible organizations. The Corporate
Social Responsibility Award – or ‘encouragement award’
– was announced live on Dutch TV. The award is seen
as recognition of the ground-breaking efforts made by
AgroFair on behalf of marginalized fruit producers in
Africa and Latin America. General Manager of AgroFair,
Jeroen Kroezen, was delighted to
receive the award. “This is great
news for AgroFair and for Fairtrade
fruit,” he said. “The CSR award
makes us even more determined to
sweep the European markets with
Oké fruit. This will allow more
consumers to choose good quality,
socially responsible products at
reasonable prices.”
In order to avoid the waste of
organically grown bananas which
are not fit for export, DAABON
Organic has set up a dehydration
plant. Therefore we can supply
a rising demand for organic
dehydrated bananas in different
sizes and packaging. The range
varies from chopped to whole
bananas packed in 125gr & 250gr
in retail and bulk for industrial use.
Hence we use dehydrated bananas
to manufacture Banergy & Jabbana
bars, which are sold all over the
world; Japan, Australia, Dubai and
Europe, and soon in our home land,
Colombia.

Thanks
to
the
FLO
certification we have been able
to join forces with AgroFair
Benelux BV. Being a Fairtrade
Fruit Company, co-owned
by the farmers that grow the
fruit, AgroFair operates across
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The commercial system of daabon is
based in close and direct relationships
with the client

James Wilson of Spiral Foods, Moises Tawil of ARC Coffee, and Daniel
Genovese of Genovese Coffee, customers and allies of Daabon Australia, while
they visited the production centers of Daabon

By: Editorial Committee Fair News

Experience has taught Daabon
that the best publicity comes
from personalised and permanent
contact with the client, especially
in the form of visits to Santa
Marta. This is an effective and
enjoyable way of spending time
with clients from Europe, Japan ,
and the U.S.A.

Inspectors – Mr. Seanwoo Jeon
Con, who markets Daabon bananas
in Korea, came with representatives
Mr. Seulki Kim, Mr. Youngman

Yoon, and Ms. Yoonseo Jang,
all from KTB, a Korean organic
certifying agency. One month
after their visit, Daabon received

Visit by Japanese clients – In mid
2005, Mr. Shimda, Mr. Otsuka,
and Mr. Hirose went to see the
different production and processing
units of the Daabon Group, to
see first hand how their products
were being grown and processed.
They visited the banana farms,
the palm farms, coffee farms in
the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta,
Tequendama – the crushing plant
for palm oil, San Francisco – the
palm oil refinery, and finally, the
port installations in Santa Marta.
Visit

by

Korean

Clients

and

Mr. Seonwoo Jeon, Korean customer of Daabon Japan, accompanied by
employees of Daabon Organic during his visit to Colombia
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Mr. Diego Garcia (center of photo), manager of Jules Brochenin in
France, with Mr. Manuel Davila, Eco Cert inspectors, and Daabon
employees , on a visit to San Francisco refinery

organic certification for its banana
in Korea.
Visit by Australian Clients – At the
end of November, 2005, there was
a visit of an Australian delegation ,
Mr. James Wilson of Spiral Foods,
Moises Tawil of ARC Coffee, and
Daniel Genovese of Genovese

Coffee, which was organized by
Mr. Sergio Correa, manager of
Daabon Australia.
The delegation first visited the
banana farms to see the banana
in the field, and the way it is
cut and packed, guaranteeing
a high quality product for the
international market. The next

Mr. Shimda, customer of Daabon Japan, visiting the
organic palm farms of Daabon Colombia
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day, they went up into the Sierra
Nevada to see the organic coffee
farms of Daabon, and at the same
time to experience the majestic
nature of these mountains. The
visit later ended, after going to
see the palm oil refinery and the
installations of the port of Santa
Marta.

FROM COLOMBIA

Personal and job motivation are
the keys for success in any company
By: Editorial Committee Fair News

The end of the year 2005 was
marked by celebrations organized
by Daabon for its employees,
including a Christmas Dinner,
and a lunch in the country with
a special roasted pork and rice
dish. These events were attended
by everyone in the company, and
show the importance of a friendly
and personal integration between
the administration and employees
from the different growing and
processing operations.
There were contests and raffles, and
prizes were handed out to many
winners. The solidarity found at
these events extends itself to the
workplace, and makes for a better
environment for everybody. Some
of the prizes awarded at the dinner
were domestic appliances, so that
the prize was not only a pleasant
memory, but also of use at home to
the family.
Employees who have been with
the company for 5,10,15....45
years received the Daabon pin
for Employee Loyalty. It was very
emotional seeing people with 30 to
45 years of service to the company,
recognised for their Loyalty,
Commitment, and Responsibility.

Directors and employees of Daabon Group
at the Christmas party offered by the company

Among the employees of greatest
antiguity are Manuel Laurens,
Laureano
Savedra,
Fernando
Varona, and Indalecio Pacheco
– the person who has been here
the longest is Mr Pacheco, it was
he who drove the bride, Carmen
Abondano, to her wedding with
Alberto Davila Diaz Granados, on
April 17, 1960.
This distinction was implemented

Mr. Indalecio Pacheco, with the couple Alberto and Carmen Davila and their
daughter Rosa Paulina, as he receives the “Daabon Pin for Employee Loyalty”,
after 45 years of service to the company
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five years ago
by the Vice
Presidency of Public Relations
and Social Affairs, this being the
second time it has been awarded.
The pin will continue to be given
to an employee for each five years
with the company, and will help
to maintain always active the
contractual commitment and the
loyalty of the employee with the
company, and the company with
the employee.

FROM COLOMBIA

Interview with: Mr: Felipe Moreno,
producer of palm–Cooprocopal.

“Farm life isn’t
For lazy people”
By: Mrs. Patricia Apreza
Coordinator social alliances

Mr. Felipe Moreno is a
member of the Coop of
Producers and Marketers
of Palm Oil (Cooprocopal ),
part of the growers’ alliance
with C.I. Tequendama S.A.
He is 77 years old and
conscious that his decision
to switch from growing
rice to growing palm gave
a new direction to his life
and that of his family.
Every day, regardless of
the limitations imposed on
him by his age, he uses his
will power, his smile , and
his tools to take care of
his oil palm trees, now an
essential part of his life.
Born in Remolino, and
now living in el Reten,
Felipe talks to us from
the perspective of his
accumulated
wisdom
about Nature, combined
with the recommendations
of modern agriculture. His
faith is as deep as the blue
of his eyes, and can only be
compared with the majesty

of the sky above his farm,
as he recalls the day he
decided to stop growing
rice and begin a new path
marked by many days of
hard work and sacrifice,.
He knew he was working
for a better future.
His farm is a model
farm for others, but this
accomplishment has not
caused him to lose his
humility. He says that
good results come from
the love with which he
works his farm and from
the attention he pays to
the
recommendations
made by the agronomists
of
Tequendama.
Mrs.
Mercedes Moreno, his wife
for the last 55 years,says
that much work is still to

My wife fights with me,
she says I am a slave,
but the fact is that I
love what I do, I love
my farm, and I am in
love with all this.

Mr. Felipe Moreno, member of the Cooprocopal Coop,
one of the partners in the productive alliances with
Daabon Organic, observing the fruits of his work

be done, and that the best
is still to come.
“I planted rice and had
many problems, I still have
debts to show from that
experience. But since I
planted palm 3 years ago,
my life is more peaceful.
I believe that I get along
better with the palm , and
I am not sorry about my
decision.... and here I am.”
How do you keep your

farm in such good shape?
By lung power, through a
great effort. My wife fights
with me, she says I am a
slave, but the fact is that I
love what I do, I love my
farm, and I am in love with
all this.
I get up a 5:00 A.M., have a
black coffee, and begin my
work. At 8:00 A.M. I have
breakfast , go back to work,
and then return for lunch
at noon. In the afternoon
I go back to work, where
I usually continue until
almost dark.
What do you think of the
technical recommendations
made to you by the
agronomists?
The first agronomist who
visited my farm was Eliecer
Ariza, he is a very good
person and I learned a lot
from him. Really, I don’t
think any of the agronomists
have anything to complain
about with me – when they
make recommendations,
I tell them what I think,
ask questions, and when
everything is clear, then
I have no problem doing
what they tell me.

The Moreno family at their farm, enjoying
the well being that growing oil palm has created
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